Line minimizer

DOUBLE FUNCTIONS SERUM

✓ Stop wrinkling – keep laughing
✓ Cellular DNA protection against UV damage
SERUM

whit maximum care and effects in an incredibly lightweight, non-oily gel texture.

Contains high technology patented substances.

- Syn®-Ake
- DN-Age®
- Beta Clucan
- Triple-Moistuizer
  (Lotus Flower Extract, Hyaluronic Acid and Pentavitin)

Designed, developed and made in Germany
Therapeutic benefits on skin

➢ Long lasting Age-killing effect particularly effective against expression lines.
➢ Visible deep wrinkle smoothing after only 1 month.
➢ Helps your face to relax without losing the ability to express yourself
EFFICACY TESTS

**Line Minimizer – Age-killing effect**
The measurement of the smoothing and anti-wrinkle effect, was compared to a placebo. A cream was applied to the forehead twice daily for 28 days. The study included 15 volunteers per group (age 40-60).

**Wrinkles on crow’s feet**
Measurement of the smoothing and anti-wrinkle effect, measured on the crow’s feet after 28 days.

**Results:**
Significant improvement in all parameters:
- **Up to 52% wrinkle reduction after 28 days**
- **Measurable smoothing effect on 80% of the volunteers**
- **Measurable wrinkle reduction on 73% of the volunteers**

**Results:**
- Depth of wrinkle is visibly reduced
- Overall visibly less wrinkles and a smoother and more even skin surface

results showed up to 52% reduction in the appearance of wrinkle size after 28 days application!
LINE MINIMIZER
with DN-AGE®

Comprehensive protection of cellular DNA against UV-induced damage

DNA protection scope:

Full UV spectrum DNA protection:
- Nuclear DNA against UVB
- Mitochondrial DNA against UVA

Vegetal prevention of photo-aging

Supports the natural repairing process of the cells

Application:
Apply onto cleansed skin in the morning and/or evening.

DN-AGE®, extract of the candle tree with identified tracer

Product code 184, 50 ml.